
– one of the country’s leading sales and marketing
agencies – specializes in providing outsourced sales, merchandis-
ing, category management, and marketing services to manufacturers,
suppliers, and producers of food products and consumer-packaged
goods. With high-profile clients such as Del Monte, Mars, Quaker,
Johnson & Johnson, Schering-Plough and Church & Dwight – and
serving such powerhouse retailers as Safeway, Kroger, Albertsons,
Winn-Dixie and Wal-Mart – ASM team members are committed to
upholding the highest standards of service and integrity every day. 

Founded in Los Alamitos, California, in 1987, ASM had just 30
employees serving a customer base located only in California. 
But growth was steady, and ASM soon began following its clients’
expansions into other regions of the United States – where numerous
competitors vied for the same business. In a fragmented industry, 
it soon became apparent that there was strength and proficiency 
in numbers.

“There were so many of these companies who were brokers in other
markets, we started talking to them about affiliating to eliminate
duplication and take advantage of operational efficiencies and scale,”
said Dean Hampton, vice president of strategic sourcing for ASM. 
“It just made sense for us to work together.”

Advantage Sales 
and Marketing

Every week, employees of Irvine, California-based Advantage

Sales and Marketing travel from the company’s 58 offices across

the United States to bridge the marketing gap between manufac-

turers of consumer goods and the retail outlets at which their

products are sold. Hard-working staff members log hundreds

of thousands of miles a year, utilizing more than 4,500 hotel

room nights each month serving ASM’s extensive customer base

of grocery, mass merchandise, specialty, convenience, drug, dollar,

club, hardware and home stores. With travel such a vital part of

the company’s success, ASM employees have for years relied

upon CLC Lodging to provide them with convenient and afford-

able lodging – beginning when ASM was just a fraction of the size

it is today. Through the addition of new employees, broader sales

regions and a prestigious customer base, CLC has grown with

ASM every step of the way.
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ADVANTAGE SALES AND
MARKETING

� Based in Irvine, Calif., with 
58 satellite offices across 
the nation

� CLC customer since 1999

� 12,000 total employees, with 
4,700 employees utilizing 4,500 
hotel room nights each month



n alliance was created. While each company retained its own
name and structure, all operated under the umbrella of ASM, enjoying
common branding and identity that helped the company to increase
its name recognition – and its sales. But growth brought challenges,
especially with the company’s lodging program. With thousands of
employees traveling to meet customers and clients every week to
develop and build customized sales and marketing programs, there were
few controls over who was staying where and when, Hampton said.

Usually, ASM employees chose their own hotels in the locations
they were working, often paying with a personal credit card and
then expensing the company for the stay. In some instances, ASM
would advance a check to employees before their stay. Some
hotels billed ASM directly. The variety of methods resulted in
thousands of checks being written every year, with little data to
track expenses and limited supervision over hotel room rates.

“We were really at the mercy of the traveler,” Hampton said.
“When you have hundreds of people choosing their hotels,
sometime they make good decisions and sometimes they don’t.
We had guidelines for employees staying in hotels, but some
cities are more expensive than others.”

There were other problems, too. Employees would receive last-
minute assignments and have a difficult time finding an available
hotel. Traveling female employees preferred hotels with interior corri-
dors and other criteria to increase safety. Employee turnover presented
challenges in assuring that new employees were adhering to company
policies and that former employees didn’t abuse the system. And most
troublesome, Hampton said, was that ASM didn’t have an effective way
to track the company’s annual travel expenses.

“These are the types of situations that many growing companies
encounter with their lodging programs,” said Tim Downs, president
of CLC Lodging, a leading negotiator of workforce lodging rates.
“Whenever many employees are traveling, trying to negotiate
their own rates and pay for lodging using multiple methods,
there is bound to be confusion and inconsistency. But a well-
established, proven lodging program can benefit everyone
involved, from the corporate offices trying to maintain a healthy
bottom line to the traveler looking for quality rooms.”

Taking control
Fortunately, a groundbreaking solution to the challenge was not far
away. As the ASM family continued to grow, it was joined by the Budd
Mayer Company in Tampa, Florida, which served the southeastern
portion of the United States. Similar to ASM, Budd Mayer had previously
experienced frustrations with an inefficient lodging program.  

“We all like the people 
we deal with through our 
relationship at CLC. 
The staff is knowledgeable,
friendly and very helpful. 
This really is a turnkey 
program as far as we’re 
concerned.”

Dean Hampton
Vice President of Strategic Sourcing 
Advantage Sales and Marketing
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“We needed to find a control for our lodging spend,” said
Kenny Bell, who at the time worked for Budd Mayer but is
today the national director of retail operations for ASM. “At
one time, we were making deals with all of the independent
hotels, and had  separate contracts with probably 700 hotels
across the southeast. There were individual checks, individ-
ual deals, and a lot of administrative costs associated with
that. It was chaos.”

Initially, Budd Mayer was seeking a system that could
streamline the management and excessive paper trail of a
lodging program, Bell said, so he turned to CLC. But he
soon discovered that CLC Lodging could do more than
make travel convenient for the company’s employees, and
provide unmatched reporting capabilities: CLC could also
save Budd Mayer money. 

“Once we analyzed what we were saving, we were
impressed. The savings were greater than what we imagined
they would be. In some cases it was upwards of 25 to 30
percent,” Bell said. “I don’t think we truly realized all of the
benefits CLC offered until the program was in place.”

Seeing Budd Mayer’s success with CLC, ASM decided to
implement the program with ASM affiliates region by region.
By 2005, when all affiliates officially consolidated under the
ASM name, CLC was serving the company nationwide.

“Everyone is pleased with this program,” said Iliana Perez, who
at that time helped administer the lodging program for ASM. “If
we didn’t have this system today, we’d be in a lot of trouble.” 

CLC’s extensive lodging program has benefited ASM in
multiple ways, including:

� Reduction of hotel rates: ASM management 
estimates that the implementation of CLC’s lodging 
program has saved the company 15 percent to 30 
percent off of the hotel rates the company used to 
pay, resulting in thousands of dollars in savings 
every year. This was accomplished by leveraging 
ASM’s volume with the volume generated by other 
CLC clients in the same geographic areas, among 
the thousands of hotels CLC negotiates with annually.

� Reduction of paperwork: ASM employees formerly 
carried personal credit cards to pay for their hotel 
rooms, and then requested expense checks from 
the company based off of submitted receipts. This 
resulted in a long and cumbersome paper trail, and 

little chance of ASM detecting misuse and abuse. 
Now, an employee can check into a participating hotel 
using a CLC-issued CheckINN card, and the hotel bills
CLC directly for the guest’s stay. CLC, in turn, sends
one electronic bill to ASM, virtually eliminating 
excess paperwork.

“CLC has excellent reporting and invoicing capabilities. 
We very rarely find companies that invoice us the 
way we need to be invoiced,” said Kathy Plocher, 
director of strategic sourcing for ASM. “CLC is so 
low-maintenance.” 

� Accuracy of billings: Every CLC bill undergoes an 
extensive 52-point audit to check for contracted rate, 
accurate taxes, incidental charges, duplicate 
billings and more. When ASM receives an invoice 
from CLC, the company can be sure it is correct.

� Detailed reporting: Before CLC, one of ASM’s 
greatest challenges was to track its travel expenditures 
company wide. Now, whether it’s by region, by hotel, 
by rate, by employee, by length of stay or any other 
criteria, CLC provides to ASM multiple reports, on 
paper or online, tailored specifically to the company’s 
needs. These reports allow ASM to respond to 
questions about employee travel as they arise, 
and provide a complete picture of the company’s 
investment in its lodging program.

“The minute I get an invoice I can go right through it 
to check for accuracy and compliance,” said Perez. 
“The reports are easy to read. They contain the 
information I need. They are extremely user friendly 
and everything I’ve requested is there.”



� Extensive hotel directory development: CLC’s hotel base 
includes a variety of hotel selections, tailored to meet each 
customer’s requirements. At ASM’s request, CLC has expanded this 
hotel base to meet ASM’s need for additional mid-scale hotels and 
properties in less populated areas of the United States.

“We needed to have hotels added to the selection, and CLC 
was able to do a fantastic job of that,” Bell said. “Each region 
needed something different to meet the needs of its employees,
and we feel pleased with the overall selection in the directory 
we provide our employees.”

� Timely card distribution: With thousands of ASM employees 
carrying the CLC CheckINN card, it is vital that hotels can verify 
upon check-in that employees are eligible for the program. 
Every week, ASM sends an updated list of eligible employees 
to CLC. CLC references this list with its database, immediately 
identifying any employee who is no longer on the program. 
Additionally, new CheckINN cards are created for new employees
and mailed to the appropriate ASM region within a matter of days.

“It’s difficult when we have large numbers of travelers that we 
want to get into the program at once,” Bell said. “CLC has always
been able to accommodate us, both by enrolling the employees
and signing up the type of properties we need. The conversion
time has always been short and smooth.”

� Supervisory training: ASM is divided into five distinct U.S. 
regions, each with its own management staff that reports to the 
central office in Irvine. As each region joined ASM, it was 
vital that its managers became educated on the CLC lodging 
program and how to train employees to use it. 

To meet this challenge, CLC arranged regularly scheduled 
training sessions by phone and by Internet where supervisors 
were educated step-by-step on how to use the program. The 
result was a seamless transition of the program into new areas
and immediate program compliance.

“CLC facilitated regional conference calls with the key players 
in each of our markets, even coming to our national meetings,”
said Bell. “The quality of service CLC provides has always been
above standard.” 

“Working with a company 
with diverse needs such as
Advantage Sales and Marketing
has really allowed CLC to grow
its capabilities. 
We’ve walked with ASM 
each step of the way 
through its growth process 
to ensure the company has the
most effective, efficient lodging
program possible.”

Tim Downs
President
CLC Lodging



“CLC has excellent reporting 
and invoicing capabilities. 
We very rarely find companies
that invoice us the way we 
need to be invoiced. CLC 
is so low-maintenance.”

Kathy Plocher
Director of Strategic Sourcing
Advantage Sales and Marketing

“If we didn’t have this program
today we’d certainly be 
challenged as a company 
to operate a successful 
lodging program for our 
employees. CLC makes 
our lives so much easier.”

Iliana Perez
Retail Merchandising Xpress, 
a division of ASM

“The quality of service CLC 
provides has always been 
above standard.”

Kenny Bell
National Director of Retail Operations
Advantage Sales and Marketing

KEY CLC STRENGTHS:

� High volume of annual hotel room 
purchases resulting in reduction of 
hotel rates

� Streamlined paperwork with one 
invoice from CLC to ASM 

� Seasoned negotiators able to rapidly 
add hotel coverage as needed

� Extensive administrator training to 
meet ASM territory growth 

� Detailed, consolidated reports 
delivered on a timely basis

� Automated cost coding allows easy 
tracking by region, division and 
employee



Never say never
Kevin Bauer, executive vice president of CLC, said that
throughout the company’s relationship with ASM, CLC has
worked to meet every request, even if a solution had not
been tried before.

“I don’t think we’ve ever had to say ‘no,’” said Bauer.
“Maybe, ‘give us a few days to figure this out,’ but not ‘no.’
We’re committed to remaining flexible so that ASM and our
other clients can turn to us in every instance for a lodging
solution, and we’ve built our reputation on that.”

Several years after inception, CLC continues to offer ASM
the highest level of professional service, while saving the
company money on hotel rooms and providing unprece-
dented administrative assistance. The program has easily
extended into the corporate structure of other companies
owned by ASM, including Retail Merchandising Xpress,
which provides customized and flexible retail project services
to ASM customers. 

Recently, ASM has added two new services to its lodging
program through CLC. Directory Assistance, which allows
travelers to call CLC’s 24-hour Traveler Support Center
(TSC) anytime to find a hotel room in a specific area; and
Reservations Assistance, with TSC staff booking the room
for the traveler.

Additionally, CLC now provides ASM with corporate meet-
ings services such as meeting rooms, food and beverage
and audio-visual equipment in addition to sleeping rooms.

“We don’t have the time, resources or expertise to track
down the hotels we need and arrange for these services,”
Plocher said. “We believe that coordinating these meetings
will be a very valuable service to us and probably CLC’s
other clients, as well.”

CLC’s Bauer said offering customers assistance with
meeting planning is a natural progression for the company. 

“We have established relationships with hotels across the
country, and we have in place a team of seasoned negotia-
tors who are able to provide our customers the best value
for their dollar,” said Bauer.

ASM’s Hampton said choosing to work with CLC to
develop a corporate lodging program has been a pivotal
decision contributing to the company’s ability to grow
and expand.

“We all like the people we deal with through our relation-
ship at CLC. The staff is knowledgeable, friendly and very
helpful. This really is a turnkey program as far as we are
concerned,” Hampton said. 

About CLC
CLC Lodging pro-
vides customized
lodging programs
to nearly 500 large
companies
throughout North
America. Through its sophisticated rules-based payment
processing technology and the purchasing leverage of
9 million rooms at more than 10,000 hotels, CLC delivers
both unmatched savings and comprehensive solutions
that include rate negotiation, electronic auditing, consol-
idated billing and flexible reporting services. If travel is a
critical component of your business, CLC can reduce
the cost of your lodging program, with less effort and
increased traveler satisfaction.

CLC Lodging, Wichita, KS
1.866.362.0739  � www.clclodging.com 


